
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




	Build-out Lines
	Region 418:  U10 Build-out Line Rule
	 The build-out line applies to U10 games only; the line is located halfway between the halfway line and penalty area (“18-yard”) line.
	 When the goalkeeper has the ball in his or her hands or a goal kick is being taken, the opposing team must move behind the build-out line.
	 Punts and drop kicks are not allowed.
	 A goal kick or clear (throw, roll, or pass) by the goalkeeper may be taken while opponents are still retreating.
	 Goal Kick:  The opposing team may cross the build-out line on a goal kick when a teammate of the player taking the goal kick touches the ball. Law 16 (“The Goal Kick”) still applies: the ball must be kicked directly out of the penalty area before it...
	 ‘Keeper Clear by Rolling or Throwing the Ball:  If the goalkeeper throws or rolls the ball, the opposing team may cross the build-out line when a teammate of the ‘keeper touches the ball.
	 ‘Keeper Clear by Kicking the Ball: If the goalkeeper places the ball on the ground and then kicks or dribbles the ball, the opposing team may cross the build-out line when the ‘keeper first kicks the ball (touches it with his or her foot).
	 If a goalkeeper punts or drop kicks the ball, the restart is an IFK awarded to the opponents at the spot of the offense.
	 If the punt or drop kick occurs within the goal area, the IFK is to be taken on the goal area line parallel to the goal line at the nearest point to where the infringement occurred.
	 If the ball leaves the field over the goal line or the touch line without having crossed the build-out line, the usual restart (corner kick, goal kick, or throw-in) applies.
	 There is no change to the offside law.

